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A New Perspective on the Evolution of Poetry Criticism Text Manuscripts
Kei UMEDA
????????
?This paper examines the texts of the Toshiyori Zuin? (Toshiyori’s Essentials of Poetry, by Minamoto no 
Toshiyori) and the Mumy?sh? (Untitled Notes, by Kamo no Ch?mei). Specifically, this paper examines how copies 
of this text, both hand copies and printed manuscripts, shifted and changed from generation to generation and 
publishing to publishing. Later copies and editions of the text feature the addition of tables of contents, as well as 
section headings, neither of which would have been present in the works as written by their original authors. 
Modern philology has taken these additions to be superfluous alterations to the original text. However, unlike 
other textual alterations such as miscopies or corruptions, the addition of section headings and tables of contents 
add to the searchability and usability of a text. This paper exams these two texts from this perspective, and seeks 
to give new meaning to latter day copies of the texts.
